Image encryption is conversion of image to a distorted form so that it can be secured from unauthorized users. This paper implements and investigates two methods for image encryption. First technique is encryption of image by linear congruential generator. Random numbers are generated by Linear congruential generator. These numbers are used as index for shuffling of rows, columns and pixels of an image. Second technique uses logistic maps to generate random number sequences. These random numbers are used as index for shuffling of rows, columns and pixels of an image. Finally we have analyzed two methods on basis of image quality parameters.
INTRODUCTION
Now-a-days, digital images are frequently used on internet. Images are used in various fields like military, medical imaging, personal photo security on public networks etc. All existing encryption techniques are mostly for textual data and not suitable for multimedia data such as images, video etc due to three reasons: 1. They are larger size files as compared to text files. 2. They require real time constraints means extracted data should retrieve in particular time interval.3. Its perception i.e. a small distortion in decrypted image is acceptable while in case of textual data it is not possible.
Image Encryption [1] is the term used for conversion of an image from its original form to ciphered form while retrieving original image from its ciphered form is called Image Decryption. Pseudorandom numbers are numbers that are not truly random but appear to be random, produced by some mathematical system or algorithm called Pseudorandom Number Generator (PRNG). Pseudorandom numbers are generated by providing an arbitrary seed value to pseudorandom number generator [2] , so later, if same sequence is needed then it can be generated by providing same seed value. So PRNG have a deterministic nature. Another property of PRNG is that number sequence repeats itself. It shows their periodic nature.
Here in this paper, two techniques for image encryption are presented: 1. Image encryption by linear congruential generator. 2. Image Encryption based on chaotic logistic map. Both techniques use basic cryptography operations i.e. permutation and substitution. Permutation is done by shuffling of rows, columns and pixels. Substitution is done by masking operation between two adjacent rows and columns. This paper will evaluate results on following image quality parameters:
(a) Entropy: Entropy [1] [2] is the measure of unpredictability of information content, i.e. more the entropy is then the data will be more disordered. In an encrypted image, the entropy should be as high as possible so that prediction of information becomes difficult. [4] is defined as relationship of corresponding pixels between original image and its ciphered image. If cross correlation value is higher, it means more number of pixels at corresponding positions have similar value. In an encrypted image, the cross correlation value should be as low as possible.
(c)Mean Square Error (MSE): Error is difference of pixel value of original image to pixel value of encrypted image. Mean square error [5] is calculated by taking average of square value of error.
(d) Peak Signal to noise ratio (PSNR): PSNR [2] is defined as ratio of amount of significant signal information to noise. This parameter shows quality measure of an encryption technique. Lower the value of PSNR, more the encryption is stronger because it shows resultant cipher image is noise like and it contains very less amount of significant information.
The rest of this paper is as follows. In section two, both techniques are discussed briefly and their results on different input parameters are shown .In section three analysis of both techniques are done based on quality measurement parameters. Last section contains conclusion.
IMAGE ENCRYPTION TECHNIQUES 2.1 Image Encryption using Linear
Congruential Generator :
It is most commonly used method for pseudo number generation [2] , defined by following equation:
Where a-multiplier m-Modulus c-Constant to be added An arbitrary starting seed value(X 0 ) is needed in equation (1) with above mentioned parameters for generation of random numbers which have range up to the value of modulus (m).In this scheme, two random numbers sequences are generated based on equation (1), by choosing appropriate parameters and seed value. Then by using values of these random numbers, image permutation occurs by shuffling of rows, columns and pixels of image. One sequence is used for row shuffling and another is used for column shuffling. A masking operation [6] is used after row and column shuffling by simple XOR operations between adjacent rows and columns. By values of both sequences, pixel shuffling is done. The whole operation may be summarized by this equation: Cimg = Epixel (Ecolumn (Erow (plainim))) -----(2) Where Erow -Encryption by row shuffling and masking Ecolumn -Encryption by column shuffling and masking Epixel -Encryption by pixel shuffling.
Epixel -Encryption by pixel shuffling. 
Pseudo Code : ImageEncryptLCG()
(a) (b) c) (d)
Image Encryption using Chaotic logistic map :
Logistic map is a mathematical iterative system used for generating random numbers, defined by following iterative equation: X n+1 = r*X n *(1-X n ) ---(3) Where r is growth rate parameter. By choosing appropriate seed value (X 0 ) and growth rate (r), equation (3) can be used to generate random number sequence [2] [6] [7] which have long period value. In this scheme, two random numbers sequences are generated based on chaotic logistic map. One sequence is used for row shuffling, another for column shuffling. Pixel shuffling is done by taking both sequences together, same as scheme (A). A masking operation[8] is used after row and column shuffling by simple XOR operations between adjacent rows and columns. The whole operation may be summarized, same as scheme (A) by this equation:
Cimg = Epixel (Ecolumn (Erow (plainim))) -----(4)
Where Erow -Encryption by row shuffling and masking Ecolumn -Encryption by column shuffling and masking Epixel -Encryption by pixel shuffling.
Pseudo Code: ImageEncryptionChaos()
1. Input image, secret key which contains parameters for logistic map as well as seed values for two sequences. //Permutation and masking of Rows 2. i = 1, j = 1 3. while j < number of rows 4. generate x i sequence for i by equation (2) 
RESULT ANALYSIS

CONCLUSION
In this paper, analysis of two highly secure techniques of image encryption using pseudorandom number generators is done. Both techniques encrypt images by permutation and substitution operations and calculate some parameters value as results. The performance of both algorithms are good but it is to be mentioned that the results obtained for each algorithm are confined to specific input parameters used across the experiments. Based on the choice of the input parameters, which are part of secret key, both algorithm may exhibit similar or different results, without rendering any effect on the security of the image under encryption. Further for more better results both techniques can be merged and some more masking operations can be applied by choosing particular seed rows as well as seed columns as part of key. This will increase the length of key and may improve results further. 
